English

Curriculum Overview
Computing
We continue our ‘I app’
unit this term the children
will use development tools
to create an app through
collaborative group work.

Year

Geography

R,. E.

In this unit the children will
consider if we are damaging
our world and how we can
protect it. The children will
investigate energy production,
the oceans and mineral.

Our question this term is –
‘What do religions say to us
when life gets hard?’ We ask
questions about life, death,
suffering, and what matters
most in life.

DT

Science

Our Slippers unit allows the
children to explore how to pin,
sew, stitch and glue materials
together to create a finished
product.

Music
This term we will be
reflecting upon ourselves
and thinking about way to
share our learning through
music.

French
Un Café – In this unit the
children learn some new
vocabulary for foods and
drink. We learn about café
culture and how to order
from a menu.

This term we look at a number
of different text types in turn.
We explore explanation texts:
we conduct research,
participate in practical
activities and write factually
explaining how popcorn pops.
We explore short stories and
their features. Using a picture
stimulus, we write our own
exciting short stories.

P.S.H.E.

P. E.

The children will revisit
common responses to
unwelcome change and
develop their abilities to
emphasise with others.
They will explore negative
feelings don’t last forever.

This term we develop cricket
skills learning to use correct
feet and hand movements when
wicket-keeping in a game
situation. We identify and
implement bowling and batting
tactics to benefit performance.

Home Learning
Your child should read their AR reading book every evening and take quizzes
in school to work towards their target.
Homework will also be sent home and your child should complete a Breakfast,
Lunch and Dinner before the end of term.

Please remember that your child will need a water bottle every day.

This term we begin our
electricity unit through
experimenting with the
equipment, we learn to
recognise that the
brightness of a lamp or the
volume of a buzzer is related
to the number and voltage
of cells used in the circuit

Maths
This term we will be looking at
perfecting our arithmetic skills.
The aim is to rapidly recall all
our multiplication and divisions
facts, multiply and divide by
powers of ten and manipulate
decimal numbers. We will look
at how we can create short
cuts to improve our speed
whilst maintaining accuracy.

